We welcomed 318 Open Source & Financial Services Industry and Community Leaders for this year’s Open Source in Finance Forum in London. Attendees came from 128 organizations in 23 countries around the globe, with 75% of attendees hailing from the United Kingdom.

Event Demographics

**Industry**
- Financials 55%
- Information Technology 36%
- Non Profit Organization 4%
- Professional Services 4%
- Telecommunications 1%

**Job Level**
- VP / SVP / GM 21%
- Director 20%
- Individual Contributor 17%
- Manager 16%
- Other 12%
- CXO / ED 13%
- Academic 1%

**Job Function**
- Application Developer (Front-end/Back-end/Mobile/Full Stack) 20%
- Executive Leader 18%
- Architect 14%
- Manager - Technical Teams 10%
- Product/Biz Dev 8%
- Manager - Other 7%
- Other 7%
- Marketing 4%
- DevOps/SRE/Sysadmin 4%
- Manager - OSPO 2%
- Systems/Embedded Developer 2%
- Media / Analyst 1%
- Legal / Compliance 1%
- Kernel/Operating Systems Developer 1%
- Professor / Academic 1%

**Country**
- UK 75%
- USA 12%
- India 1%
- Canada .5%
- Ireland 1.5%
- Spain 1%
- Germany .5%
- Poland .5%
- Bulgaria 1%
- Switzerland .8%
- Other 7%
Participant Experience

Content

OSFF London was comprised of 30+ talks including keynote and breakout sessions and delivered content across 6 topical tracks: Data/Risk/Models, Hot Topics: Security/AI/Payments, Hot Topics: Cloud/Payments/Blockchain, Open Source People + Policies, and Standards + Regulations.

Top Attended Sessions

FDC3 in the Wild – Real World Use Cases that Help Evolve the Standard Eugene Sorenson, Cosaic & Robert Friend, Symphony

Consuming Legend Data Models & Services Using BI, Python/ML & other Tools Andrew Ormerod & John Pentelow, Goldman Sachs

How Fintech ClearBank Leverages Open Source to Accelerate Crypto Payments through their Cloud API Infrastructure James McLeod, FINOS & Steven Hawkins, ClearBank

Leveraging your Organization’s OS Engagements to Recruit and Retain Chris Howard, EPAM Systems

What’s new with FDC3 v2.0? Kris West, Cosaic & Riko Eksteen, Adaptive Financial Consulting

Session Recordings

All sessions at Open Source in Finance Forum London 2022 were recorded and are available on The Linux Foundation YouTube Channel.

Sponsor Showcase

In addition to content provided by industry leaders, Open Source in Finance Forum London hosted in-person sponsor tables with 3 sponsors onsite in London.

- Average badge scans: 40
- Highest in-person badge scans: 64
- Total badge scans: 121

“The growth of Open Source in Finance Forum is visible. I can't wait to keep attending the conference and watch this event grow even further.”
Community Award Winners

During the Awards & Closing Remarks Keynote session, 6 awards were presented to outstanding community members:

- **Shining Star Award:** Perspective
- **Outstanding Leadership Award:** Jessica Woodland-Scott, Deutsche Bank
- **Coaching Award:** Colin Eberhardt, Scott Logic
- **Spread the Word Award:** Zngly and Ditto Team
- **Newcomer Award:** Claudiu Belu, Cloudbase Solutions
- **Most Active Individual:** Kris West, Cosiac
Diversity

29% of all conference speakers identified as women or non-binary

16% of registered attendees identified as a person of color

4% of conference speakers identified as a person of color

24% of attendees identified as women or non-binary

Gender Identity*
- Man 67%
- Woman 24%
- Prefer not to answer 9%

Identifies as a person of color*
- Yes 16%
- No 74%
- Prefer not to answer 10%

Age*
- 0-19 1%
- 20-39 43%
- 40-60 47%
- 61+ 2%
- Prefer not to answer 7%

*These are optional questions on our registration form that also include ‘prefer not to answer’ as an option, or can be skipped entirely, thus these numbers may be higher than reflected here.
Community Support

To encourage and increase the participation of a diverse community, The Linux Foundation offered diversity and need-based registration scholarships and travel funding for the event this year, providing $9,190.00 in funding for:

- 6 Travel Fund Scholarships
- 2 Diversity and Need-Based Registration Scholarships

Health & Safety

Since the event concluded, we have been made aware of 3 positive COVID-19 tests. This is 0.94% of the total attendance onsite. Fortunately, we have not been made aware of any severe cases and hope that everyone who tested positive is feeling better.

Social Results

Media & Analyst Results

The following media registered to attend and cover Open Source in Finance Forum London 2022:

- IDG Communications, Scott Carey
- IBS Intelligence, Gaia Lamperti
- OpenUK, May Cheung
- Freeform Dynamics, Bryan Betts

Press Coverage

Finos Survey: Financial Services Industry Embraces Open Source As Key Driver For Innovation And Efficiency, But Lags In Governance And Executive Leadership

FINOS: FDC3 2.0 Drives Desktop Interoperability Across the Financial Services Ecosystem

Nationwide Technology: Open Source in Finance Forum 2022 — Key Takeaways

Waterstechnology: FDC3 updates interop standard with 2.0 rollout as adoption grows

Mention of FDC3 2.0 “pushing interoperability” in the Benzinga Fintech Focus Newsletter: Top Things to Know in Fintech for July 20, 2022
What Attendees Are Saying

Duncan Johnston-Watt @duncan_jw - Jul 13
Great to be at ROSFILondon talking @FinsResearch @opensource @FINOSfoundation @TheLinuxFoundation @OpenSourceFin @openstax
©CloudImageFin-@myopenstax

Gabriele Colangelo @pizzahugga - Jul 13
And it’s a wrap on the FINOSFoundation ROSFILondon 2022. Still processing the full extent of having 320+ folks come together to build the modular #openfinance ecosystem based on OpenSource, but for now, I want to thank you all of our maintainers and the @FINOSfoundation team! 😊

Chris Howard @chris_howard - Jul 12
Great day so far at ROSFILondon with FINOSFoundation and looking forward to talking about OpenSource recruitment and retention this afternoon too! 🎉

Dr PK Senva @pksenva - Jul 13
Feels good to be back at a physical conference. #OpenSource #OSFILondon

elanalope @elena_lope - Jul 13
Had so many great conversations at ROSFILondon, thank you for having me! credit goes to @piza_ra, whose thoughts were an inspiration for this slide.

FINOS @FINOSFoundation - Jul 13
How to get them connected? What makes the #developer profession unique? with @elena_lope @openstax @osfin @FINOSFoundation

FINOS @FINOSFoundation - Jul 13
Lunch Open Source in Finance Forum London has kicked off with @pizzahugga @FINOSFoundation
That was fun, thanks for having me
@FINOSFoundation

Fintech Week London @FintechWeekLDN - Jul 13
Andrew Martin @andrew_martin

That was fun, thanks for having me
@FINOSFoundation

Fintech Week London @FintechWeekLDN - Jul 13
Andrew Martin @andrew_martin

@andrew_martin shared insights on the adoption of Open Source in Finance at the Fintech Week London event.

Fintech Week London @FintechWeekLDN - Jul 13
Aladdin Cafe @AlKashaout

Lovely and informative talk today at Open Source in Finance Forum by @elena_lape about how to encourage developers to commit to open-source projects.

@osfinserv
Save the Date for Open Source in Finance Forum New York 2022!

December 8, 2022
Convene at 225 Liberty Street